ProAchieve
Our marketing-leading solution for analysing learner
achievement, retention and pass rates.
The challenge
At Advanced, we understand that improving
outcomes, measuring progression and retaining
learners is your main goal as an organisation.
Having the right information available is key to
keeping learners on track and ensuring that they
meet their potential.
The solution
Our solution, ProAchieve, provides you with the
vital information you need around achievement,
retention and pass rates, while ensuring you
remain compliant with ever-changing and
demanding government and inspection standards.
Use this valuable information to drive improved
learner and organisation performance. Ideal for
Further Education (FE) colleges and all types of
private training provider, it’s no surprise that
over 90% of all FE colleges in England have
chosen ProAchieve.
The benefits
Flexible reporting
Customise and interrogate pre-existing system
reports, or create your own for different
organisational levels such as site, faculty,
department or team.
You can easily create learner, enrolment,
retention, achievement and pass rate reports

to share key information with learners, staff and
other stakeholders.
The flexible reporting options allow you to:
>> Select your own grouping and statistical fields
to summarise

Client >
Croydon College
Sector >
Further Education

>> Report on up to 20 user defined fields

Project >

>> Save as personal or system-wide reports

ProSuite
Implementation

>> Drill-down to enrolments
With graph functionality, present your reports
in a visually appealing way, helping to promote
a deeper understanding of the information, and
share key information with stakeholders in a
format that suits their needs.
Maintain a high quality level of statutory
compliance and be ready for inspection
Ensure compliance, generate funding and avoid
penalisation with accurate, timely Individualised
Learner Record (ILR) and exam submissions.
At Advanced, we regularly update our solutions
to reflect the changing data services and
OFSTED requirements to enable you to meet
inspection standards.
You can easily create a pre-inspection report,
including the national average data, and
compare your results directly against published
Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) reports.

“Implementing
integrated systems
from one supplier is a
simple way to deliver
the efficiencies that all
colleges are seeking.
Utilising this focused
technology and
working with specialist
partners like Advanced
enables us to monitor
and track students’
activity and deliver the
quality education they
deserve.”
Paul Marsden >
Director of IT and Estates >
Croydon College
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ProAchieve: analyse learner achievement, retention
and pass rates
Utilise ILR data
ProAchieve can be used to turn your ILRs into
valuable information for your organisation.
By replicating a variety of ESFA and OFSTED
reports, you can see clearly how well your
college is performing across year groups and
whether your organisation is on track.
You can view learning aims and learner data
from the ILR, as well as funding data from the
Funding Information Suite (FIS) and Provider
Financial Report (PFR) files. Using ProAchieve
means you can look up values such as
demographics and learner details, plus use the
extensive data filtering functionality to highlight
key information to facilitate the drive to improve
student and organisational performance.
Scalable solution that can grow with you
We offer optional modules and customisable,
in-depth reporting and analysis so that our
solution can be tailored to suit the needs of your
organisation and your learners, and grow with
you. Optional modules include:
>> Learner Responsive
>> Employer Responsive

Integrating with the other products in our
ProSuite gives you a full picture of your learner
information, and a solution designed specifically
to your requirements.

Marsden says, “Implementing integrated
systems from one supplier is a simple
way to deliver the efficiencies that all
colleges are seeking.

Think ahead for continued improvement
Take a course, programme, department or whole
organisation view by utilising key information
to enable effective performance management,
highlight significant trends, learner achievement
and retention across different areas.
Drill down into individual courses and learner
profiles to ensure learners are achieving
their full potential and target grades across
multiple year groups within the organisation,
while implementing the latest funding and
performance methodologies.

>> Higher Education
>> Funding
>> Planning & Modelling
>> Target Setting
>> Trend Analysis
>> Mapping
>> Web
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